One of the characteristics specifying the performance of m accelerator cell as if relates to the electron beam, is the Wakefield impedance [I]. The real part of the transverse wakefield impedance relates to offsets of the beam 3s it travels through the accelerator cell. To verify that the cell operates as expected, and that simulations and design predictions of the cell are within acceptable parameters (before building more cells) it is desirable to measure the wakefield impedance using the traditional two-wire technique [?, 3, 41. This technique benefits from its reproducibility and physical simplicity but is complicated by the need to fabricate a test fixture. But once the tixture is fabricated, it is simple to measure any number of accelerator cells. The following is a description of the two-wire mensurement technique as performed at Lawrence Berkeley Lab (LBL) on a prototype DARHT accelerator cell.
Overview
One of the characteristics specifying the performance of m accelerator cell as if relates to the electron beam, is the Wakefield impedance [I] . The real part of the transverse wakefield impedance relates to offsets of the beam 3s it travels through the accelerator cell. To verify that the cell operates as expected, and that simulations and design predictions of the cell are within acceptable parameters (before building more cells) it is desirable to measure the wakefield impedance using the traditional two-wire technique [?, 3, 41 . This technique benefits from its reproducibility and physical simplicity but is complicated by the need to fabricate a test fixture. But once the tixture is fabricated, it is simple to measure any number of accelerator cells. The following is a description of the two-wire mensurement technique as performed at Lawrence Berkeley Lab (LBL) on a prototype DARHT accelerator cell.
INTRODUCTION
The frequency band of interest for the wakefield impedance measurements of the accelerator typically 80 from low frequencies (DC) to the cut-off point for the high order modes. As such, the two wire technique forms a balanced TEM transmission line which propapates the RF energy through the cell. A series of teat fixtures were fabricated to serve as the reference for the measurement allowing the effects of the two-wires, beam-pipe, end flanges, and bnlun, to be unfolded from the measurement and removed.
Most of the effort in performins the twa wire technique is in the fabrication of the fixture. Other issues that must be addressed during the execution of the technique include the coupliny between the balun and the cell itself and the repeatability of the mechanical process of attncbins these fixtures to the cell. Once the RF measurements are performed on the two-wire fixture and on the cell. then it is a simple milttrr tc unfold the wakefield impedance.
2 TWO WIRE FIXTURE The balun that was used to go from coax to twin line was mted from 2 MHz to 2000 MHz. The confiwration of the baiun in the rest of the system is shown in Figure 3 . , port 2 B D A Figure 3 . the baluns were connected to the cell as shown. Notice how the bairns are reversed so that the 180" phase change is maintained consistently between the wires and the coaxial cables feeding ports 1 and 2. Ports 1 and 2 are as referenced through out this report (e.g. s2, and s,,)
Figure 4. a fixture-calibrated raw-data scan of ihe cell shows a sharp phys,cal resonance of the system at about 800 MHz (797 and 809 MHz.) same location that the &ed power testing IS being performed. The microwave rnstwmentation IS on the right side of the photo with cables connected to the twin wes running through the cell. The large black celi drive cables are connected to a dummy 5OQ load for this test since the cell IS not pulsed dung m!crowave tests! Jim Dunlap (LLNL) is p~c-Wed I" the foreground wh,le making measurement.
. Figure 6 . raw data frequency sweep of the cell from 300 kHr to 3 GHz reveals resonances of the test stand at the higher frequencies. Prominent higher order modes start appearing at 1.73, 1 .X3, 1.87 GHz.
Due 10 the physical construction of the test fixture, there are many resonances in the higher frequency bands. Since the balun was only rated to 2 GHz, data abovc 2 GFIz is not a reliable indication of the performance of the cell.
MEASUREMENT ACCURACY
There are several sources of error as part f performing the twin-wire measurements. The accuracy of the reference fixture, the agreement between the physical structure of the cell and the reference fixture, the mechanical stability of the cell, the electrical repeatabilit) of the measurement, and the wear on the cables and connecrors.
To determine electrical repeatability, two mcnsurements were performed on different days looking at the psrformmce of the cell. These two results agreed to with in 0.1 1% and 0.13% respectively. Figure 11 . for reference, the sZl measurement on the cables is acquired as the first step In the procedure.
Then, the cable and network analyzer effects are calibrated out of the system. High bandwidth cables with SMA connectors were used for the measurements.
Shown here are the effects of the cables and network analyzer from 300 kHz to 3 GHz. The initial calibration procedure removes these effects. Figure 12 shows the reference fixture's reflection and transmission coefficients. Since the pipe has flat panels on each end, it looks like a resonant cavity. After the pipe calibration procedure, these effects are also removed. Figure 12 . s,, and ss, for the reference fixture are measured to insure that the system is aligned and operating properly before calibration using the standards.
WAKEFIELD IMPEDANCES
Calculation of the wakefield impedance for the cell involves several steps. After the fixture calibration standards have been established, it is necessary to measure the cell (see Figure 4 for a typical raw spectra). But at this point, the system still contains resonances representing the closed structure of a resonant cavity. If the network analyzer does not have a time gating capability, then you must perform that operation manually. For reference purposes, the steps are as follows: (I) spectrally pad the data with an appropriate window. For these experiments, we chose to extend the window to 10 GHz. (2) inverse Fourier transform the data to get into the time domain. (3) temporarily crop the data to extract only the initial waveform. (4) transform back into frequency space. These steps are illustrated' in Figure 13 . The resulting wakefield impedance is obtained in the frequency domain by applying the calibration function [3] 9l{Z,} = 2+ --1 r-r2+x2
where Z, is the impedance of the shielded two-wire line (400.552), s is the wire-to-wire separation in meters, f is the frequency in Hz, r is the real part of the resulting s21 parameter after converting the cropped time domain waveform back into the frequency domain, and x is the imaginary part of the resulting s 2r parameter. The units of (2) are Q/m.
Thus, the resulting transverse resistance can be calculated. Based on the mechanical changes observed on the various days, the results for April 15 and April 26, 1999 are shown and agree to with in 25Wm. The results from April 23 had a 50Wm deviance due to an obvious mechanical alignment problem of the beampipe which could not be corrected before the end of the day's testing. Similarily, the transverse wakefield reactance is obtained from 312,) = 220'1.
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CONCLUSIONS
The wakefield impedance of the cell has been confirmed to be quite low and the performance of the cell over most of the band is excellent. However, the resonance at 800 MHz is suspicious and should be identified before proceeding. It has not been determined yet if this is due to the test setup (twin wires and end pipes) interacting with the cell or if it is a characteristic of the cell itself. The fact that this resonance is similar to the longitudinal resonance of the structure leads the authors to believe that it is characteristic of the test setup. However, this effect is only seen when measuring the cell and at that point the cell radius is dimensionally on the same order.
One recommendation for those performing twin-wire measurements in the future would be the inclusion of a standard pillbox as part of the reference set of fixtures. Ordinarily, the results of the twin-wire measurement are compared against model results [6] to confirm the absolute calibration. But in this case, the model is awaiting experimental data for the ferrite. So a standard pillbox cavity could have been used with the twin-wire technique to confirm the absolute calibration. In the interim, the Briggs/ Birx technique was used as the quantitative verification and those results agree to within a 30% error bar with the twin wire technique.
